
The Saudi Entertainment Attractions Expo brought a whirlwind of excitement and innovation to the Middle East, 
captivating attendees with the very best of Britain’s leisure technology. Standing tall and proud amidst the myriad of 
attractions was the Experience UK stand, which left an indelible mark on the hearts of Saudi sports fans. At the centre 
of attention was the awe-inspiring Elite Sports Simulator, an immersive experience that left visitors spellbound. The 
Saudi Sports Fans revelled in the opportunity to step into the virtual realm of football, where they found themselves 
playing inside the iconic stadiums of Newcastle and the Saudi National team. With each exhilarating challenge, the 
passion for soccer surged through the air, transcending age and gender barriers, uniting fans from all walks of life. 
As the Sports Simulator team reflects on this resounding success, they extend their heartfelt gratitude to the Kingdom 
of Saudi Arabia for their recent investments within the Premiership. The undeniable dedication and support exhibited 
by the Saudi fans were further exemplified by Saudi’s acquisition of the top four teams in the Saudi Pro League. Such 
unwavering passion sets the stage for a thrilling journey, as the Sports Simulator team wishes their Premier League 
team the best of luck in the upcoming UEFA Champions League. The Saudi Entertainment Attractions Expo not only 
unveiled the cutting-edge technologies that bring joy and excitement to people’s lives but also showcased the 
power of sports to foster unity and ignite fervour within communities. It served as a testament to the enduring appeal 
of soccer, demonstrating its ability to bridge cultures and create unforgettable memories. The fusion of British 
expertise and Saudi enthusiasm created an enchanting synergy, one that will continue to shape the landscape of 
entertainment in the Middle East. The future holds boundless possibilities, as Saudi Arabia’s love for leisure and 
innovation paves the way for even more exhilarating experiences to come. Click to View the Sports Simulator Blog.
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SAUDI ENTERTAINMENT

SEA EXPO WAS A GREAT SUCCESS SHOWCASING THE BEST OF 
BRITAIN’S LEISURE TECHNOLOGY ON THE EXPERIENCE UK STAND.
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